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Summary

Rumors have been widespread since 10/8/20 of a deal pending for AMD to acquire Xilinx in a

$30 billion deal.

The rumors are countered by several analysts that argue it is not a good fit. Overall, a simple

market buy is a crap-shoot at this time.

I present a strategy to produce asymmetric high yield coupled with double-digit downside

market protection, all bundled in a short-term 60-day exposure to market risks.

Trading stocks on rumors can be a real crap-shoot. With pundits talking about Advanced

Micro Devices (AMD) close to a deal to buy Xilinx (XLNX), and others speculating on

Nvidia (NVDA) being a better fit, I prefer a strategy that will provide a 24.82% annualized

yield rate on a net $100.95 investment tied up for 59 days while providing 13.26%

downside protection from the current $116.38 market price.
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Benzinga first reported a bullish pattern of unusual option trading activity in XLNX on

October 2nd. On 10/8/20, The Wall Street Journal reported a deal was near for AMD to

buy XLNX in a deal valued at $30 billion. Benzinga and many others picked up and spread

the story the following day. That same day, Barron's responded with reports of doubts,

citing Citigroup's Christopher Danely, New Street Research analyst Pierre Ferragu, and

Truist's William Stein, all of whom discussed reasons the deal would be a bad fit. Cascend

Research opined that Nvidia would be a better fit. Xilinx declined comment, citing policy

not to comment on rumors, and AMD did not respond to queries.

You will find abundant discussion and analysis of these rumors in the material linked

above and on Seeking Alpha's XLNX ticker page. With this abundant coverage, I need not

discuss those details here.

At this time, Street talk has quieted but shares remain at the elevated level they popped to

upon the first rumor reports. The 9 weeks prior to that, shares were consolidating around

the $105 level after a long recovery from the virus bear market.

The open question now is how to profit from the rumors without joining a simple crap-

shoot. Covered option writing of cash secured puts currently are priced to provide a high

annualized yield rate with downside market protection below the ore-rumor price

consolidation in the $105 levels, all while limiting market risk exposure to a short-term 59

days. Consider writing (selling) the cash secured puts for the 59-day 12/18/20 $105.00

strike price at a premium of $4.05. This gives a net break-even point at $100.95.

Downside protection is then $15.43 (13.26%) below current market price of $116.38, at a

point on the low side of the consolidation range prior to the elevated prices driven by the
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current rumors. This converts a risky speculative hunch into a well balanced trade with

asymmetric upside from the option premium. Longer-term contracts can be used to lock in

greater option premium cash but trading off longer time exposure to market risk if these

fading rumors should lead to prices sagging back to the prior trading range.

Thank you for taking the time to read my work. If you are interested in special situations,

dividends, retirement income, option boosting yields, and fundamental value analysis and

appraisal, consider becoming a follower by clicking the orange follow button. I invite you to

join in the comment section below as part of a discussion of the ideas presented in this

article.

Stay safe and well.

I am not a licensed securities dealer or advisor. The views here are solely my own and

should not be considered or used for investment advice. As always, individuals should

determine the suitability for their own situation and perform their own due diligence before

making any investment.

Disclosure: I/we have no positions in any stocks mentioned, but may initiate a long
position in XLNX over the next 72 hours. I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my
own opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it (other than from Seeking Alpha). I
have no business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article.
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Latest rating: Bullish
Very Bullish Bullish Neutral Bearish Very Bearish

Richard Berger's ratings on XLNX

All Ratings by Richard Berger »

Comments (10)

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » This morning after the AMD announcement, writing the XLNX 115 day cash

secured puts for 2/19/21 $110.00 @ $6.35 premium is providing a 19.44% annualized yield rate,

along with a $24.20 (18.93%) downside protection from current market of $127.85.

Richard

27 Oct 2020, 09:40 AM

Two Saws
Premium

Nice find. I sold some puts as you suggested prior to the announcement of the merger moving

forward. THANK YOU!

27 Oct 2020, 09:15 AM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » Two Saws,

I'm pleased to hear you found my work of interest and useful.

At the all stock deal of 1.7234 shares of AMD for each XLNX, and current AMD price of

$82.23, the spread makes XLNX worth $141.72 while XNLX closed last night at $114.55
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Richard (edited)

27 Oct 2020, 09:16 AM

Red702355B

alessandromateo75----NERVOUS in and out shareholders of AMD get weak knees and jump in and

out of the stock when they get rumors from analyst-(-such as CITY-GROUP who have a sell rating

on AMD for the entire 2020 year---I do not care for CITYGROUP since they put a price of $25 on

ABS=ALBERSON'S now ACI and priced at $14.83 today and heding south.) After AMD earnings on

the 27th those weak knee shareholders will be stumbling over each other to jump back into AMD.

22 Oct 2020, 02:46 PM

alessandromatteo75

I don’t understand why does the stock price of AMD is loosing?

From 94 to 74 to 87 to 78...

22 Oct 2020, 05:26 AM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » alessandromatteo75,

You can not look at AMD or any other company in a vacuum. What is the VALUE of AMD in

your view ... and why do you think that is the value (what key factors go into making the

value $70? or $90? or 25? or any other price). NEVER confuse price with value. AND had

been trading sideways in a range around $52 since recovering from the virus bear market in

April, until late July. It then short up shortly before earnings and continued after to $87 and

ultimately $94.28 before easing back down to a consolidation level around $80 with weak

support at around $74.

Your question should have been is Why did AMD shoot up so high above $55. Until you

understand and use fundamental value as your basis of when to buy and when to sell, you

will be tossed about chasing momentum with no idea when a stock will go up or down and

what is a good price to enter, hold, exit.

Richard

22 Oct 2020, 08:29 AM

alessandromatteo75

@Richard Berger

Thanks Richard, I’m a long holder since 6$. I believe in the management and the growth in

the market. I asked my question because of the very high 25% moves and rumors regarding
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Xilinx.. long AMD

22 Oct 2020, 09:15 AM

Mike Bruzzone
Premium

If I was Xilinx, a superior enterprise operation to AMD, that compliments all, the answer would be

who in the F are u kidding.

Mike Bruzzone, Camp Marketing

21 Oct 2020, 01:52 AM

stevenweinberg33

Nice idea. Thanks.

20 Oct 2020, 06:02 PM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » stevenweinberg33,

Thanks for reading and providing the feedback.

Richard

20 Oct 2020, 06:51 PM
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